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Introduction to Nasua narica of Tikal

When you come to Tikal you may want to see jaguars but that would require a special guide and 
lots of time to hike to remote areas.

When you come to Tikal you may want to see birds but that would require a bird-watching guide 
and lots of time to hike. Trogans, hawks, falcons and eagles are all visible if you select a guide 
specialized in leading bird-watchers. We saw lots of birds during October because we went to many 
different parts of the park. Plus we had several experienced biologists who know the Tikal park.

The most common fauna to see at Tikal are coatimundi and the ocellated turkey. You can see both 
around the parking area and both in many other open areas of the park. Both the coatimundi and 
the ocellated turkeys know that tourists will not harm them, so you can get relatively close to get a 
good photograph. Be sure not to give food (even if they beg).

Coati, or Coatimundi, or Pizote is an omnivorous mammal native to Central America. They have a 
long, slender, non-prehensile tail which is equal in length to the head and body, also have a long 
snout. The former are the characteristics that differentiated from raccoons and ringtail.

Nasua narica. Tikal, Mar. 28, 2012. Photo by Sofía Monzón. 
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Nasua narica. Tikal, Mar. 28, 2012. Photo by Sofía Monzón. 
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My Personal Experience with Nasua narica

I first saw coati when visiting Tikal for one week in 1963 and another week in 1964. I then spent 
12 months at Tikal in 1965 (and one month a following year) as a student intern in archaeology 
and architectural documentation. I see lots of coati every time I return to Tikal.

Nasua narica herd at PANAT. Jul. 22, 2022.
Photo by Edwin Solares. FLAAR Mesoamerica. 
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Full Zoological Name
Zoological information on Nasua narica is available in Gompper’s 1995 report:

Local names for Nasua narica

In English: white-nosed coatimundi; in local Spanish: coatimundi, coati, pizote or tejón.

Mayan names for Nasua narica

One Mayan name is chi’ik or ch’we (Pech-Canché et al 2009). Keep in mind there are dozens 
of different Mayan languages.

Coatimundi is a relative of the Raccoon

There are several relatives of the raccoon which live in the Mayan speaking areas of Guatemala. 
The Coatimundi is one of these raccoon relatives. Mammal Species of the World, 3rd edition, 
lists the species of the Family Procyonidae. I mention here the genus list:

• Raccoons (Procyon)

• Coatis, Coatimundis (Nasua)

• Kinkajous (Potos)

• Cacomistles (Bassariscus)

Other genera of this family Procyonidae are not animals that we are studying in the Maya area 
of Guatemala.

You can identify the coatimundi because they have a long tail which they usually hold erect 
when walking and feeding. Their small body is covered with dark brown to red hair; sometimes 
they present light brown hair. They have a long snout with a black nose. The front and rear 
legs are black, with long claws. These claws allow them to dig the soil and the tree bark in 
search of food.

https://academic.oup.com/crawlprevention/governor?con-
tent=%2fmspecies%2farticle%2fdoi%2f10.2307%2f3504195%2f2600711
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Coatimundi feeding on fallen fruit, near the entrance of Tikal. Jun. 23, 2021. 
Photo by David Arrivillaga, FLAAR Mesoamerica. 
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The White-nosed coati is a species with 
social behavior. They have been observed 
in bands of more than 100 individuals, 
formed by females and young males. The 
adult male leaves the band and wanders 
around by himself. But we usually see 20 to 
30 coatis when hiking around Tikal. You can 
also see peccary in large social groups but 
these can attack in masse. Plus, peccary 
avoid people.

During the day the coati walk long distances 
with the band in search for food, which consist 
mainly on little arthropods, such as spiders, 
grasshoppers, or larvae of coleopters. They 
have been reported to eat seasonal fruist 
such as breadnut (Brosimum alicastrum), 
Poshte (Anona scleroderma), allspice 
(Pimienta dioica), “zapotillo” (Pouteria 
dunlandii), sapodilla (Manilkara zapota) 
and guava (Talisa olivae) among others. 
They also eat eggs of diverse animals, frogs 
and little snakes.

According to the National Park of Tikal 
rangers’ there have been some adult males 
hunting squirrels and wild turkeys.

They are excellent tree climbers since their 
feet morphology and long tail gives them the 

grip and balance, so they have been observed 
resting, hunting and playing in the tree tops. 
As a tourist visiting Tikal you will see the coatis 
always on the ground, so it may be a surprise 
to learn that they sleep in trees.

During the night they tend to rest, though the 
adult males tend to remain in activity.

They have their reproductive season from 
January to February. During that season 
you can see the males getting together with 
the band. Since the strongest male gets the 
chance to keep the females, there are fights 
among the adult males. They also fight for 
territory. Sometimes the fights tend to be so 
intense that one of the males can lose their life 
during the competition.

The pregnant females keep the offspring away 
from the male. They live in a nest in the tree 
cups, and are protected by the band members. 
However, a lot of the offspring do not survive 
the first years of life, because they are prey of 
depredators such as hawks, eagles, snakes, 
felines and other carnivores. Sometimes the 
offspring gets lost among the bush during 
long walks.

Habit and behaviour for Nasua narica
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Photo B: Coati wandering at Yaxha Nakum and 
Naranjo park. Photo by Norma Cho, with a Nikon 
D810. 

Photo A: Coati at Tikal, Mar. 28, 2012. 
Photo by Sofía Monzón. 

A.

B.
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During the day you see isolated males and small herds of females with their young cubs. 
Whereas many tree-dwelling mammals are nocturnal, the Coatimundi is always visible at Tikal 
and elsewhere in El Peten, Guatemala, walking around during the day. These coatimundis are 
almost always in groups.

Agoutis also roam during the day in Tikal National Park, but do not climb or live in trees. Agoutis 
also do not stay in large groups like coatis.

Coatis sleep in trees at night. Their long tails help them navigate through tree branches. They 
have very elastic ankles, which makes it easy to move up to the treetops and back to the 
ground. They can run from the tree to the ground with their heads in front of their legs. Flexible 
ankles are a specific adaptation to life in trees. Also, their noses are extremely flexible and can 
bend almost 90 degrees in any direction.

Sometimes you can hear the coati 
communicating with each other

Members of the group communicate using different sounds. The type of the sound depends 
on the “message” they want to send; regular communication consists of whining sounds. In 
the case of danger, they produce loud woofs and clicks. You can read about the calls of the 
White-Nosed Coati in the report by Maurello, Clarke and Ackley (2000).

Where to find coatis?

According to Gompper (1995) its distribution range extends from Central America to the South-
western United States. They can be generally found in deciduous and evergreen forests of 
South Eastern of the United States to Panama and the Northern Part of Colombia. At heights 
not bigger than 3000 meters over sea level. In Arizona coati live at high altitudes and even can 
handle snow! And in Guatemala coati can occasionally be found in the high altitude cloud 
forests of the volcanoes overlooking Lake Atitlan. But if you are visiting Guatemala, the place 
you will see groups of coatimundi is Tikal.
 
The distribution of Coati in Mexico is covered by Espinoza and Martínez (2014).
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Coatimundi long tails help them navigate through tree branches. 
Tikal, Mar. 28, 2012. Photo by Sofía Monzón. 
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Nasua narica herd at PANAT. (Photos C, D, E)
Photos by Edwin Solares. FLAAR Mesoamérica. Jul. 22, 2022.
Sony A1. with Sony FE 200-600mm f/5.6-6.3 G OSS Lens. 

C.
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D.

E.
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Nasua narica, at the Aurora Zoo, Guatemala City. Jan. 18, 2016.
Photo by Nicholas Hellmuth. 
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Coatimundi live in Social Groups

This is the most abundant carnivore in neotropical forests and one of the few that lives in large 
social groups. Gompper et al. 1997 and Valenzuela 1998 seem to focus on the uniqueness of 
coatis living in social groups, but especially the white-lipped peccary do also, as do species 
of monkeys (especially the howler monkey). Plus many species of bats, though the most 
carnivorous of the bats, the False Vampire, tends to be more solitary (Hellmuth, based on 
decades of research on the False Vampire).

Even though coatis live in groups, the males are usually hiking around by themselves. This is 
discussed by Hirsch (2011).

Mating behavior of coatis in the Tikal National Park is discussed by Booth at al. (2004) and by 
Binczik (2006).

For thousands of Years the Classic Maya 
ate the White-nosed Coati

Coatimundi are still eaten in Peten today. But please do not kill or capture any inside the park.

Coati is used as a Reference to the Female 
Creator Goddess of the Quiche Maya

Coati is mentioned several times in the epic of the Popol Vuh. There are many editions of the 
sacred Popol Vuh; the ones I use the most are by Christenson, Tedlock, Colop.
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Nasua narica, at PANAT. Taken by Edwin Solares, FLAAR Mesoamerica. Jul. 22, 2022.
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Nasua narica. PANAT, Mar. 28, 2012. 
Photos by Sofía Monzón. 
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Facts about this mammal that 
are not known by most people:

The Coatimundi may be a pollinator!

A study made in Costa Rica by Mora (et al 1999) indicates that the White-nosed Coati acts 
as a pollinating agent of the Balsa tree (Ochroma pyramidale). Apparently the coati also 
feeds upon the nectar of the flowers of the Balsa tree. During the visitation there was no 
damage to the floral structures and the pollen uptakes on facial fur (Mora et al 1999). The 
pollen then is dispersed by the coati.

Coati eat Beetles (in addition to reptiles, etc.)
 
Coati eat a lot of scarab beetles, Enema endymion, both larvae and adults. They also eat 
fruit, such as ramon, chico zapote, and pimienta gorda. Coati also eat rodents, eggs of 
birds and occasionally lizards and non-venomous snakes. Large snakes (boas) and other 
snakes eat the coati. Pumas and jaguars eat coati (Novack et al. 2005).  Pumas eating 
coati is also discussed by Monroy et al. (2009).

Obviously what the coati eat depends on whether they are in the Maya Highlands or Maya 
Lowlands (of Guatemala) or whether they are in a seasonally wet forest (PANAT, PNYNN 
and the rest of the Reserva de la Biosfera Maya (RBM, Peten)) or whether they are in a 
tropical dry forest (where coati are described by Valenzuela and Ceballos (2000).

To learn more about what coatis eat, read Hirsch 2007a.

Coati can reverse their back feet

Coati can reverse their back feet so they can descend from a tree head first. But a 
completely arboreal Potos flavus can do all this even better.

Back cover photo:
Nasua narica, at PANAT. Taken by Edwin Solares, FLAAR Mesoamerica. Jul. 22, 2022.
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Nasua narica at PANAT.
Photo by Edwin Solares. FLAAR Mesoamerica.
Sony A1. with Sony FE 200-600mm f/5.6-6.3 G OSS Lens. 
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Nasua narica at PANAT.
Photo by Edwin Solares. FLAAR Mesoamerica.
Sony A1. with Sony FE 200-600mm f/5.6-6.3 G OSS Lens. 
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Glossary

Arboreal means associated with trees; an 
arboreal animal is one that either spends 
much or most of its time in the trees; or, for 
the coati, means it is capable of climbing into 
trees easily. The coati, however, spends most of 
its day wandering around on the ground. The 
coati mainly climb trees to spend the night.

Neotropical is the area from southern Mexico 
down through South America. The definitions 
get complex so best to look in a dictionary 
or Wikipedia. The difference and similarity of 
topical and Neotropical sometimes depends 
on whether you read a scientific description or 
a popular description, and whether a book or 
article on botany and plants, or on geographic 
and political geography.

Nocturnal, meaning being active at night; 
as opposed to diurnal, which means active 
during the day.

Popol Vuh is the sacred book of the Maya 
people. The earliest images of the deities and 
characters of the Popol Vuh can be found 
on carved stone stelae (monuments) at 
Izapa (Chiapas, Mexico), San Bartolo murals 
(Peten, Guatemala), and stucco decoration 
of pyramid terraces (also Peten). The PhD 
dissertation of Dr Nicholas included discussion 
of the Hero Twins and other aspects of the 
Popol Vuh.

Quiche (also spelled Kiche), one of cultures 
and 21 Mayan languages of Guatemala. 
The best known town of the Quiche is 

Chichicastenango, but the Quiche people 
occupy many other areas of the Highlands. 
The physical book of the Popol Vuh was 
found in the Quiche region, but every Maya 
area would have had its own version of the 
Popol Vuh.

Seasonal rain forest means that some 
months it is so dry that most trees lose their 
leaves. Tikal, Yaxha, and other places have 
lots of rain in the rainy season, but it can be 
quite dry in April and May (and often other 
months also).

Tikal  is very well preserved and many 
buildings have been nicely repaired and 
reconstructed. Tikal is the most famous ancient 
Maya ruined city in Guatemala. Nicholas 
Hellmuth, was a student archaeology intern 
at Tikal in 1965, and discovered the Tomb of 
the Jade Jaguar there. You can see samples 
of the treasure in the National Museum of 
Archaeology in Guatemala City and in the 
ceramics museum in Parque Nacional Tikal. 
 
Yaxha, PNYNN is one of the ten largest 
national parks in Guatemala. The part of the 
park on the north side of Lake Yaxha and 
adjacent Lake Sacnab (Peten, Guatemala) 
was where Nicholas Hellmuth lived and 
worked to preserve the forests for several 
years in the 1970’s. He encouraged local 
politicians as well as international park 
people to create a national park to protect 
the entire north side (the south side was 
already chopped down for cattle ranches).
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Appendix A
Tikal National Park, Mirtha Cano’s 

experience with Coatimundi

During 2011, during the Biology Laboratory 
construction and the material donation for the 
building of a temporary shelter for animals in 
an emergency, it was possible to learn more 
about the breeding of two coatis, According 
to Mirtha Cano the white-nosed coatis where 
found by Mrs. Roxana Ortiz, of the Hotel Tikal 
Inn. She brought the abandoned young to 
the Biology Laboratory, so they can help the 
coatis.

The white-nosed coatis were two females only 
a couple of weeks old. Apparently the females 
fell from the nest and the mother could not 
rescue them.

In the rescue center, they fed the coatis 
with soy milk or lactose-free milk, three 
times a day during the first month. This was 
a recommendation made by the Director 
of ARCAS Rescue Center, the Veterinary 
Fernando Martinez.

Mirtha Cano named the coatis “Lupe” and 
“Canche”. She, along with Mrs. Roxi Ortiz, did 
long walks through the Tikal forest in order 
to get the coatis familiarized with the food 
they could find available. Gradually the coati 
youngsters started to feed by themselves.

During this period they could watch how 
the coatis learned to recognize the harmful 
insects. Some of the millipedes (Miriapod) 
cause them irritation in their stomach when 
they were eaten. Also some of the death worms 
provoked them stomach ache and vomiting. 

Some insects also have defense mechanisms 
that were used against depredators, so they 
also expel an irritant substance.

According to Mirtha there was a time when 
the coatis could identify a “Central American 
Lancehead “ snake (Bothros asper) with their 
sensitive sense of smell. The coatis made loud 
cries when they identified it.

The coatis were getting bigger and bigger 
with time. And while that was happening, 
they were becoming faster to caught toads, 
snakes and tarantulas, using their claws to kill 
their prey.

The wild fruits were a delicacy for their palate. 
The bread nut (Brosimum alicastrum, ramón) 
is very abundant during the months of July 
and August. The tropical forest offers a big 
fruit diversity all year long, making the place 
a feast for the coatis, the birds and other 
mammals.

The main objective was to raise the coatis 
during the first months of life, show them their 
natural habitat, and teach them to locate 
water and food sources. This way they could 
incorporate to the female band when they 
are released.

The coatis were released after five months of 
care, in areas near the old airstrip and Tikal 
Inn Hotel in order to monitor them easily. 
Mirtha observed that the coatis preferred the 
territory inside the Tikal Inn Hotel. Probably 
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because this is an area with diverse kinds of trees, which provides a god source of food. Since 
the coatis, Lupe and Canche didn’t want to join the band, Mirtha and the Park Staff walked 
along with the wild band so Lupe and Canche could feel comfortable with them and join them.

At the beginning it was hard, though with time both coatis felt comfortable with the band and 
eventually joined them. Even though Lupe had a fight with one of the band members, she is 
now recovering and ready to join the band again.

Although they might not have the chance to walk with them in later years, they are very pleased 
to know that they helped to rescue and raise two coatis successfully.

Arboreal Mammals in Parque Nacional 
Tikal and the rest of the Reserva de la 

Biosfera Maya (RBM), Peten

Jaguars and other felines climb easily into trees (but not all felines; just a few species). Other 
animals live most of their life in trees: obviously monkeys. kinkajous and cacomistles are 
completely arboreal, day and night. However, they don’t do much during the day (other than 
sleep) since these are nocturnal animals.

Other animals wander around the ground all day but return to trees to sleep (gray fox and lots 
of other animals). Here is an introductory list of mammals that either life in trees most of the 
time (monkeys) or at least sleep in trees or eat things in trees so are often up in the trees.

• Squirrel, Sciurus negligens

• Gray squirrel, Sciurus aureogaster

• Collared anteater, Tamandua tetradactyla

• Porcupine, Coendu mexicanas

• Kinkajou, Potos flavus

• Opossum, Didelphis marsupialis

• Raccoon, Procyon lotor

• Cacomistle Bassariscus sumichrasti (relative of the Ring-tailed cat)

• Spider monkey Ateles geoffroyi

• Howler monkey Alouatta palliata

• Gray fox, Urocyon cinereoargenteus 
(yes, these foxes are also arboreal at PANAT and PNYNN)
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